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A frequently mentioned benefit of gesture-based input to computing systems is
that it provides naturalness in interaction. However, it is not uncommon to
find gesture sets consisting of arbitrary (hand) formations with illogicallymapped functions. This defeat the purpose of using gestures as a means to
facilitate natural interaction. The root of the issue seems to stem from a
separation between what is deemed as gesture in the computing field and
what is deemed as gesture linguistically. To find a common ground, this
paper explores the fundamental aspects of gestures in the literature of psycholinguistic-based studies and HCI-based studies. The discussion focuses on the
connection between the two perspectives – in the definition aspect through the
concept of meaning and context, and in the classification aspect through the
mapping of tasks (manipulative or communicative) to gesture functions
(ergotic, epistemic or semiotic). By highlighting how these two perspectives
interrelate, this paper provides a basis for research works that intend to
propose gestures as the interaction modality for interactive systems.
Keywords: gesture, natural interaction, gesture-based computing, human–
computer interaction (HCI)
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Various forms of gestures have been proposed for computing applications. These gestures carry with them the information needed to control
a system, and are collectively called a set, dictionary or vocabulary of
gestures. Despite the apparent success of gesture-based systems, designing
a suitable set of gestures remains a challenging task.
From the seminal work of Bolt (1980) to the more recent works in
gesture-based computing (e.g., Dingler et al. 2018; Rusnák et al. 2018),
researchers have continued to propose new forms of gestures. It is not
uncommon to find gesture sets designed based on easy recognition purposes. However, it is also often that such gesture sets consist of arbitrary
hand formations with illogical mappings (e.g., holding three fingers
means “walking”). It is quite disconcerting that gestural interfaces which
have been touted as “natural” do not resonate at all with the natural
bodily movements that they are supposed to represents. Perhaps the race
to take advantage of the advances in technology drives the perceived
notion that a gesture interface is universally the best interface for any
given application, causing designers to aim for a more “generic” interface
instead of the most effective (Nielsen et al. 2003; Norman 2010; Norman & Nielsen 2010).
As computers are, even now, increasingly used to facilitate human
communication, the early proposal of van Dam (1997; 2001) to consider
the knowledge of how humans communicate with each other in the
creation process of gestures still stands. Humans mainly communicate
using languages, and studies on how humans acquire, use, comprehend
and produce languages are mostly from the field of psycholinguistics. But
communications are also done through gesturing (Abner, Cooperrider &
Goldin-Meadow 2015), and this is where gesture and language are often
thought of as a single system (McNeill 2006). Studies in gesture-based
computing especially have shown the importance of understanding the
collaboration process of verbal and gestural interactions (Evans, Wobbrock & Davies 2016).
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Kendon (1986) and McNeill (2006), whose works are influential in
the gesture field, were also known to draw the study of gestures through
the approach of psycholinguistics. Other works have also shown the
tendency to include reference from psycholinguistic studies when designing gestures (e.g., Billinghurst & Vu 2015; Kistler & Andre 2013;
Medrano, Pfeiffer & Kray 2017; Rateau, Grisoni & Araujo 2014; Silpasuwanchai & Ren 2015; Tscharn et al. 2017; Wobbrock, Morris &
Wilson 2009). Indeed, from our review, gestural types common in psycholinguistics are broadly adopted in gestural-based human computer
interaction (HCI) research. However, in spite of this trend, much of the
gesture sets produced are disparate to human’s natural movements (e.g.,
Angelini et al. 2014; Choi et al. 2012; Heimonen et al. 2013; Urakami
2014; Wu & Wang 2012).
To explore more on this disparity issue, we propose going back to the
roots of the gesture domain, as we believe that a clear understanding of
definitions and classifications should be the basis in any gesture-based
interaction model. As such, we have conducted a review of established
definitions and classifications of gestures from both psycholinguisticbased studies and HCI-based studies. As highlighted earlier, the perspective from psycholinguistic studies was also included to reflect the trend of
the literature that includes this perspective in HCI-based studies.
Based on our review, we specifically chose to discuss the definitions
from the view proposed by Kendon (1986) and Kurtenbach and Hulteen
(1990) as we found that both works have been highly influential in
shaping the fundamental theories in the gestural literature. Similarly, for
classifications of gestures, views from Cadoz and Wanderley (2000),
Quek (2003) and Karam and Schraefel (2005) were discussed as we
found them to be the more prominent views being cited in the literature.
First, a ‘compare and contrast’ approach was taken to explore the differences and similarities of the two perspectives. This serves as the basis
for the discussion where we highlight how the two perspectives connect
in the definition and classification aspect of gestures. We believe that this
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understanding helps bridge the gap between theory and application of
gesture-based interaction, and further provides a shared foundation
between human-to-human interaction, human–environment interaction
and human–computer interaction.
Furthermore, we feel that the interrelation between the two perspectives is an important factor to consider when deriving gestures for computing systems, illustrated in the conceptual framework presented at the
end of the discussion. It is hoped that the framework could facilitate
researchers and developers in the designing of suitable gestures gearing
towards natural interaction.
Exploring the differences
In this section, we first present the definition of gesture from psycholinguistic and HCI/computing perspectives proposed by Kendon (1986)
and Kurtenbach and Hulteen (1990) respectively. Following this, the
discussion on classification of gestures is presented. For the psycholinguistic view the discussion is based on the functional classifications of
epistemic, ergotic and semiotic gestures proposed by Cadoz and Wanderly (2000), while for the HCI/computing view the discussion is based on
classifications of gestural-based interactions of manipulative, semaphoric
and conversational gesture systems proposed by Quek (2003).

Defining Gesture
In the matter of defining gesture, Kendon (1986) proposed looking from
the mental aspect of a participant in an interaction. In an interaction, a
‘gesture’ is a behavior that is deliberately expressive and treated as intentionally communicative. The term deliberately expressive denotes movements that share certain dynamic characteristics that “stood out” from
the view of the participants in the interaction. Such movements will be
regarded by observers as fully intentional (deliberate) and intentionally
communicative.
Kendon (1986) also claimed that actions that were done when nervous, such as hair patting or nail biting, though expressive, even during an
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interaction is neither deliberately done nor intentionally communicative.
These gestures are often treated as habitual or involuntary. However,
Kendon (1986) pointed out that a practical action, like throwing a waste
paper into a basket can also be done in a highly expressive manner, for
example, by mimicking a three-point basketball shot. Such deliberate
expressive behavior can turn a theoretically meaningless action into a
performance of sort. Hence it is observed as intentionally communicative, and thus becoming a gesture.
Another interesting point from Kendon (1986) is that, if practical actions can be given some of the qualities of gesture, it is also possible that
a gesture may sometimes be disguised so that it no longer appears as
such. What may be a gesture in one situation may ‘appear’ to be incidental in another. There have been several instances of derogatory gestures being ‘camouflaged’ or ‘suppressed’, turning it into incidental
mannerisms, such as scratching one’s cheek using only the middle finger.
The objective of the sender is to not make it seem like it is directed to
anybody; that it is essentially harmless and non-communicative. However, most observers will know when such gesture is being performed. And
this might be the real intention of the sender all along, for the observers
to ‘catch’ his meaning. In such context, the action is intentionally communicative, and therefore is a gesture.
In HCI/computing literature, a pattern of agreement with Kendon’s
definition is that a behavior does have to be meaningful for it to be called
a gesture, but instead of being meaningful to another person, it has to be
meaningful to the computer. The definition that is widely circulated is
proposed by Kurtenbach and Hulteen, which reads:
A gesture is a motion of the body that contains ‘information’. Waving
goodbye is a gesture. Pressing a key on the keyboard is not a gesture because the motion of a finger on its way to hitting a key is neither observed
nor significant. All that matter is which key was pressed. (Kurtenbach &
Hulteen 1990, 310)
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In comparing the act of waving goodbye with the act of pressing a
keyboard, both are interactions, albeit one to another person and the
other to a computer. But while the motion of waving can convey the
meaning of parting, hence containing information, the motion of a
finger reaching out to press a key does not hold any significant meaning
to the computer. All that matters to the computer is which key is being
pressed. Thus, in computing terms, a movement that communicates is the
one that the computer process as input. The input is the user intent to
make something happen (i.e., a command). And this intent is the “information” referred to in the definition above.
From this example, it is implied that how the act of pressing the key is
done, whether with or without force, is not significant. The pressing of
the key then could well be represented by such arbitrary acts such as
rubbing one’s eye, which, by Kendon’s definition, is not a gesture. In the
computing domain though, it might just be the ‘gesture’ that is recognized by the system to mean something.
Another point we can take from this definition is that the meaning of
movements depends on those receiving it. Based on the idea described by
Kurtenbach and Hulteen (1990) and Webb and Ashley (2012), this
point can be described as the following. The above scenario of pressing a
keyboard considers a one-to-one interaction, which means only one
receiving end decides which movement is meaningful. Consider a scenario of two people (Person A and Person B) using one computer. In this
interaction, we have a “speaker” (Person A) and two “listeners” (Person B
and the computer). Person A is reaching out to press the key ‘Y’ on the
keyboard of the computer while Person B is watching intently. The act
of reaching out to press a key means that Person A is giving a command
to the computer. Even though the act contains information (giving a
command), it is only meaningful to Person B, and not (yet) to the computer. How the key is pressed also contains information, it could, for
example, be pressed forcefully, but again this is only meaningful to Person B.
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The moment a key is being pressed, it became meaningful to both
“listeners”: Person B and the computer. But, how the meaning is interpreted differs between the listeners. Person B interprets it simply as
‘Person A is giving a command to the computer to type the letter “Y”.
This interpretation ends here without any further action needed for
Person B. The computer interprets it as ‘Person A is giving me a typing
command by pressing the key “Y”’ and consequently proceeds to output
the letter “Y”. Here, it can be said that the meaning is interpreted based
on the context of that interaction.

Classifying Gesture
We turn our attention to the next fundamental aspect of gestures: their
classification. Cadoz and Wanderley (2000), another prominent work in
the HCI literature of gestural-based interactions, suggested analyzing and
classifying gestures based on their functionalities, since a gesture is performed to fulfill a function or a purpose. Cadoz and Wanderley outlined
three functional roles associated with gestures: epistemic function, ergotic
function and semiotic function. We describe each of these functions
based on our understanding of the literature reviewed, in the following.
Epistemic. Any movements that bring a bodily part into contact with
the environment with the intent to sense and comprehend are of epistemic function (Cadoz & Wanderley 2000). These include tactile interaction or haptic exploration of the hands, feet and any part of the body.
Familiar examples are stroking cloth materials to gauge its texture, or
walking barefooted to appreciate the texture of grass or sand.
In addition to sensing the environment through touch, epistemic actions have also been designated to actions in which we alter our physical
environment to gather information and facilitate cognition, as suggested
by Kirsh and Maglio (1994). This type of action can be found in everyday activities such as separating objects by colors to gain information on
how many of them are a certain color, or sorting out tools before starting
a task, in order to reduce later search (facilitate cognition).
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The most broadly defined concept of epistemic function is proposed
by Magnani (2004), in which it includes “all actions that provide us with
additional knowledge and information”. An important part of this definition is that, unlike the previous two, it also includes actions that do not
alter anything in the environment, and actions that do not need physical
touch, such as “looking” from different viewpoints for the reason of
checking or evaluating.
Ergotic. Movements that are used to change the state of the material/physical object are of ergotic function (Cadoz & Wanderley 2000).
These are energy-transferring movements that apply forces, displacements and deformations to manipulate or create object/artifacts (Luciani
2007). An easy example is the movements of the hands sculpturing
pottery out of clay. The fact that energy is exchanged is essential (Luciani
2007).
Semiotic. Movements that are used to convey meaningful information are of semiotic function (Cadoz & Wanderley 2000). Familiar
examples are movements with communicative intent, such as the waving
of the hand to convey farewell. Unlike ergotic functions, semiotic functions are gestures that aim fundamentally at transmitting information,
and not energy, to the environment. That is the case of the gestures that
accompany speech, of the sign language of the deaf-mute, and of the
gestures of musical conductors, to name a few examples. Kendon (1988)
distinguished these types of gestures along a continuum, known in the
gesture field as Kendon’s Continuum (McNeill 1992). Figure 1 shows
the continuum as depicted by Donovan and Brereton (2005).

Figure 1. Kendon’s Continuum
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Based on the figure, the continuum represents the gestures’ relationship
with speech, with gesticulation being the most heavily depended on
speech. McNeill (2006) further expands the concept of gesticulation to a
classification scheme that consists of four more categories: iconic, metaphoric, deictic, and beat. Due to space limitation, we chose not to describe each of Kendon’s Continuum of semiotic gestures and the
categories of gesticulation gestures; however, the essence that we want to
point to here is that from both of these perspectives, gestures are considered to be closely tied to speech and language.
The functional classifications of epistemic, ergotic and semiotic gestures could be said to represent the interaction of human with his environment. There are also existing classifications of gesture from the HCI
perspective, i.e., for interactions between human and computer. Two
highly cited classifications of Quek (2003) and Karam and Schraefel
(2005) are especially prominent in the literatures of gestural-based interaction.
Quek (2003) proposed a “purpose taxonomy” which represents the
human hands as a tool to accomplish three main purposes: to modify
objects, to signal, and to complement the usage of language. Based on
these three main purposes, gesture systems are divided into three systems:
Manipulative, Semaphoric and Conversational. Karam and Schraefel
(2005) extended these into several more subclasses. The following describes the main characteristics of each system.
Manipulative Gesture Systems. Systems that “permit direct manipulation of its entities”, thus controlling the entity. Hand motion indicates
the path or extent of the controlled motion; therefore, the gesture should
provide parameters to the system that indicate the intent of the user’s
request to move, relocate or physically alter the digital entity (Quek
2003). One example is the work by Bolt (1980) in which a gesture – the
pointing of the finger – are used to directly pick an entity and control its
positioning, similar to the dragging of a file by a mouse cursor to a new
location.
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Semaphoric Gesture Systems. Quek (2003) defines semaphores as
systems of signaling, where a number of ‘whole’ gestures are predefined
as a set of signals to be communicated to the machine. On usage, users
would be required to perform a signal (gestures) to be recognized by the
system to determine which of the gestures in the predefined set is being
performed. Each of the gestures can be attached with its own meaning,
for example, the “victory” sign can communicate the meaning of “delete”. The set of gestures may be either static gesture poses or predefined
dynamic movements. Semaphoric Gesture Systems follow a certain
sequence: Actor signals the gesture; the system processes the gesture and
responds accordingly; the interaction either ends or restarts with another
gesture pose (Quek 2003).
Conversational Gestures Systems. A system that processes conversational gestures does not require the user to perform any poses or to learn
any gestures other than those that naturally accompany everyday speech
(Quek 2003). Both speech and gesture interfaces are therefore essential
in analyzing the hand movements in context of the user’s speech topic to
determine the meaning of the gestures (Quek 2003).
Finding a common ground
In this section, we discuss the connection between the two perspectives
identified from the exploration of the definition and classification of
gestures discussed above. We firstly highlight how both perspectives
connect in the definition of gestures through the concepts of meaning
and context, and secondly in the classification of gestures through the
concepts of simultaneous and asynchronous modes of information transfer. These interrelations provide findings on 1) the importance of meaning and context in an interaction, 2) evaluating the information transfer
mode in an interaction, and 3) the linkage from tasks to gesture function. Each of these findings is discussed in the subsections below.
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Linking the definitions of gesture
Essentially, Kurtenbach and Hulteen (1990) equals interaction with the
act of “giving a command”. This contributes to the main differing point
of how actions that are not, by Kendon’s (1986) definition, expressive
can still be called gestures. Granted, the two definitions were tailored for
different interaction contexts; Kendon’s is based on human to human
interaction, while Kurtenbach and Hulteen’s is based on human to
computer interaction. Yet, we discovered two points of similarities,
described as Finding 1 below:
Finding 1: The importance of meaning and context
• A meaning, whether linguistic-based or technical-based, must be
attached to an action for it to be called a gesture.
• Regardless of how a gesture is linguistically or technically defined, it will still be interpreted based on the context that it is in.

Linking the classifications of gesture
The interaction between an “Actor” (the one producing the gestures) and
his “Environment” involves emission and reception of information
(Cadoz & Wanderley 2000). The course of this information exchange
can alter both the informational and physical state of the Actor and his
Environment. Epistemic function particularly represents several degrees
of emission and reception of information. In the definition by Cadoz
and Wanderley (2000) and Kirsh and Maglio (1994), the reception of
information by the Actor from his Environment changed his informational state, that is, he is being informed (of how soft, how rough, et
cetera) while simultaneously altering the physical state of that Environment. In contrast, for Magnani’s (2004) examples of epistemic function:
while the Actor still receives information from the environment, the
physical state of the involving Environment does not change.
For ergotic function, it aims not only at informing the external world,
but also at being informed by it (Cadoz & Wanderley 2000). More
11
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fundamentally, it also aims at transforming the world physically. Hence
the simultaneous emission and reception of information changes both
the informational and physical state of the Actor and the Environment.
Meanwhile, for semiotic movements, it changes the informational
state of the environment (being informed) but not of the Actor. And
unlike ergotic movements, the relayed information, while changing the
informational state of the environment, does not change the physical
state of it.
Finding 2: Evaluation of information transfer mode
The effect of each function to the physical and informational state of the
Actor and Environment are summarized using Boolean logic in Table 1
below. During an interaction between an Actor and his Environment, if
the informational state (A) of the Actor/Environment changes, it means
that the Actor/Environment receives information. If the physical state
(B) changes, it means that the Actor/ Environment emits information.
Therefore, when evaluated using AND operator, the Q value denotes
TRUE when there is a simultaneous emission and reception of information. Table 1 illustrates this concept.
State/
Function

Informational State (A)
Actor
Environment
Q

Actor

Physical State (B)
Environment

Q

Epistemic

1

1 OR 0

1

1

1 OR 0

1

Ergotic

1

1

1

1

1

1

Semiotic

0

1

0

1

0

0

Table 1. Effect of Functions to Actor and Environment
Based on Table 1, we can then conclude that ergotic and epistemic
movements allow both emission and reception of information to be done
in a simultaneous transfer mode while semiotic movements only allow
asynchronous transfer mode. We define this finding as Finding 2.
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Finding 3: Linking task to function
Subsequently how does Finding 2 link with the HCI classifications of
gestures? To answer this question, we will discuss the connection by
traversing the evolution of interaction paradigms. We will start with the
most prevalent: the WIMP paradigm. In a WIMP paradigm, when
entities such as desktop folders are manipulated, the interaction allows
simultaneous emission and reception of information – users emit information on how the object should be manipulated (e.g., click to select a
folder and drag it to another folder), and receive simultaneous information on the object’s movement (e.g., perceiving the object being
dragged). There is a “feedback loop” mechanism in the interaction,
allowing a simultaneous transfer mode of information. The hand movements used to control the mouse and keyboard, which are the most
commonly used devices in a WIMP paradigm, also require energy transfer (pressing the keyboard, clicking the mouse). This shows that the
movements of manipulative computing tasks are of ergotic function.
Manipulative computing tasks however are not only done through the
use of mouse and keyboard. The emergence of post-WIMP interfaces
allows manipulative tasks to be done through more advanced input
devices such as the Head-Mounted Device (HMD), commonly used in
virtual-based applications. The HMD directly manipulates the imaging
system where the system reacts to the motion of the user wearing the
HMD by producing a perspective change of the rendered image. A
feedback loop mechanism similar to the use of mouse and keyboard
exists, allowing a simultaneous transfer mode of information. The difference in this case of a HMD is that it only changes the perceivable state of
the user (being informed) but not the physical state of the system environment. This shows that the movements (motions of the head) of this
type of manipulative computing tasks are of epistemic function, as they
agree with the previously discussed definition proposed by Magnani
(2004).
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The above described devices for manipulative tasks, i.e., mouse, keyboard and HMD, reflect the ongoing evolution of interaction paradigms.
The evolution is now shifting the focus from the affordances of a device/interface to the natural affordances of the human body, i.e., body
movements and gestures (without device), which is the central interaction theme of this paper. The following paragraphs discuss what kind of
functional movements are required to control such gesture-based interfaces.
Reiterating the point made in Finding 2, movements of ergotic and
epistemic function allow simultaneous emission and reception of information. This simultaneous exchange of information is what allows the
tight feedback loop interaction essential in a manipulative task. Referring
to Quek’s classification above, this is exactly what Manipulative Gesture
Systems represent, e.g., Bolt’s (1980) “pointing” gesture to directly
manipulate entities. Hence manipulative gestures, even without any use
of devices, are still of ergotic and/or epistemic function.
Quek’s classification shows that gesture interfaces include those that
are not only used to manipulate objects, but also to “signal”. As described
earlier, these signals or semaphores are attached with meanings (information) to be “relayed” to the computer. In other words, it is a command and response system, which means the information is transferred
in asynchronous mode. This concept alone allows for a direct relation to
movements that are of semiotic function.
Quek’s classification also shows that current gesture interfaces include
those that are used to “converse” with the computer. Although the gestures are produced naturally instead of being predefined, they are still
attached with “meanings” that require the system to process them before
responding accordingly. In other words, Conversational Gesture Systems
is still a command-and-response system similar to Semaphoric Gesture
Systems in which information is transferred in asynchronous mode.
Hence it is also directly related to semiotic function.
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Paradigm

WIMP

Instrument mouse,
keyboard

Post-WIMP

Gestural-based Interaction

glove

HMD

manipula- semaphoric
tive gestures gestures

conversational
gestures

feedbackloop interaction

feedbackloop interaction

feedbackloop interaction

gesticulations

Main
feature

energy
transfer

signals

Goal

manipulate manipulate sense surentities
entities
rounding

manipulate convey infor- converse
entities
mation

Task type

manipulative

manipulative

manipulative

manipulative

communicative

Transfer
mode

simultaneous

simultaneous

simultaneous

simultaneous

asynchronous asynchronous

Function

ergotic

ergotic

epistemic

ergotic/
epistemic

semiotic

communicative

semiotic

Table 2. Mapping Task to Function
The link between psycholinguistic classifications and HCI classifications
is thus depicted in Table 2 above, defined as Finding 3.
Towards Natural Interaction
From our observation, one of the main reasons for why the disparity
issue exists is because the notion of how the psycholinguistic perspective
of gestures i.e. classifications of Kendon (1986) and McNeill (2006) is
said to be exclusive to speech-based gestures, and therefore deemed not
suitable for HCI-based technologies that do not instill speech interfaces
as an interaction modality. This drives most HCI researchers to decidedly adopt Kurtenbach and Hulteen’s (1990) definition of gestures when
developing gestural-based interfaces.
Regardless of the connections gesture has with speech though, the
concept of meaning/information exists in both the psycholinguistic and
the HCI perspective, as we have shown in our Finding 1. This shared
perspective thus could justify that a gesture can indeed be “arbitrary/artificial” as long as a meaning/information is attached to it.
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However, this does not mean that it warrants an excuse for choosing
any random arbitrary/artificial gestures. If gestures were randomly chosen
just for easy recognition purposes, it will render the system “unnecessary”
as failed recognitions of gestures are problems that wouldn’t be faced in
traditional systems of mouse clicks and key(board) presses (Wexelblat
1998). It would take a justifiable reason to still choose predefined gestures for gestural-based system, and an even more justifiable mapping
strategy to map the meanings to each gesture.
This is where our finding of the importance of context (Finding 1)
could help. We reiterate that regardless of how a gesture is linguistically
or technically defined, it will still be interpreted based on its context.
Thus, when developing a gestural-based system/application, to avoid it
being rendered “unnecessary”, the gestures have to be derived and their
meaning mapped based on context.

Meaning/
Information

Actor

Ergotic

receive
emit

Gestural Channel

Epistemic

Context

Semiotic

receive
emit

Environment

emit

Figure 2. Conceptual framework of the findings
By analyzing the context of the problem that we want to solve using
gesture-based systems, we should be able to identify the type of task needed, whether manipulative or communicative. Based on our Finding 3, we
can then ensure that for each task that requires gestures, they are mapped
accurately to the corresponding gesture functions. For example, gestures
for a manipulative task should be derived by following the characteristics
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of epistemic or ergotic function, and gestures for a communicative task
should be mapped following the characteristics of semiotic function. The
findings can be summarized in a conceptual framework shown in Figure
2 above.
Conclusions & Future Work
The discussions in this paper have highlighted that psycholinguistics
(human-to-human interaction and human–environment interaction) and
HCI (human–computer interaction) shared an understanding of the
importance of meaning and context when defining gestures. The two
fields also connect in the classification of gestures through the functional
classifications of ergotic (manipulative), epistemic (manipulative) and
semiotic (communicative) movements. We demonstrated how these
perspectives interrelate through discussions based on investigations of
solid, established and influential works that form the foundation of
gesture research in HCI. Thus, this paper sets the framework for future
works that intend to propose gestures as the interaction modality for
interactive systems.
It is important to note that this paper only focused on the definition
and classification aspects, though we do believe that these aspects form
the most fundamental aspect of gesture theory. In addition, these findings which serve as the starting point of our research, are purely conceptual, and therefore would benefit from further studies that can provide
quantifiable indication of the significance of these connections.
Nevertheless, we believe that these findings could be especially useful
to be applied with gesture-based systems built based on real world events
or scenarios. Most involve natural body movements, such as simulation
for triage/emergency training (Bartoli et al. 2012; Kato et al. 2016;
Kayama, Kato & Okada 2015;), fire training (He et al. 2014), crisis
management (Mora & Divitini 2014), religious training (Othman et al.
2015), and general collaborative tasks (Wang et al. 2017). These are
typically systems where the advantages of using gestures seem apparent,
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but would require from developers the understanding of how humans
communicate and interact with other humans in that event, and to a
larger extent, the environment of the event. To translate such understanding into a gesture-based computing system, we would argue that by
incorporating the knowledge of how the perspectives of human-tohuman interaction, human–environment interaction and human–
computer interaction interrelate, developers can ensure the gestures
derived are the most usable to users.
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